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Abstra t
We review the various ways that sta ks, their variations and their ombinations,
have been used as sorting devi es. In parti ular, we show that they have been a
key motivator for the study of permutation patterns. We also show that they have
onne tions to other areas in ombinatori s su h as Young tableau, planar graph
theory, and simpli ial omplexes.

1

Introdu tion

The sta k sorting problem introdu ed by Knuth [29℄ in the 1960's was a founding inspiration in the study of permutation patterns. Simultaneously it introdu ed the notion of
pattern ontainment, de ning a lass of permutations by a forbidden set, and the enumeration of permutations in su h lasses. Soon afterwards various generalizations by
Tarjan [36℄, Pratt [33℄, and Even and Itai [24℄ were studied and these authors posed
questions about permutation patterns whi h even today annot be easily answered. But,
from around 1973 through to 1992 when Herbert Wilf delivered an in uential address
to the SIAM meeting on Dis rete Mathemati s, these questions lay almost untou hed.
The 1990's and the new millenium saw a renaissan e of permutation pattern resear h and
sta k sorting problems returned as one of its main drivers. In this survey we shall review
both the early work and more re ent work on sta k sorting. We shall see that it tou hes
on many areas of ombinatori s and remains a fas inating sour e of open problems.
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A sta k is a last-in, rst-out linear sequen e a essed at one end alled the top. Items are
added and removed from the top end by push and pop operations. In its simplest form
a sta k is used to rearrange a permutation p = p ; p ; : : : ; p as follows. The elements
of p are pushed onto an initially empty sta k and an output permutation is formed by
popping elements from the sta k. The output permutation obviously depends on how the
push and pop operations are interleaved.
In the simplest sta k sorting problem one wishes the output permutation to be 1; 2; : : : ; n
(so that one has sorted the input). A ne essary but not suÆ ient ondition for this to
be possible is that the sta k values should always be in reasing (read from the top end).
Enfor ing this ondition leads to a \greedy algorithm" that only pops a sta k symbol if
pushing the next input symbol would have violated the in reasing property of the sta k.
We let s(p) be the output resulting from this greedy algorithm.
Example 1.1 Let p = 2413. Then the stages of the greedy sorting pro edure are shown
1
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in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Sorting 2413
There is an alternative, re ursive de nition of the fun tion s(p). The following Lemma
makes this evident.
Lemma 1.2 Let p = LnR be an n-permutation, where L denotes the string on the left of
the entry n, and R denotes the string on the right of the entry n. Then we have
s(p) = s(L)s(R)n:

The entry n an enter the sta k only when it is empty, that is, when L has passed
through the sta k. On e n is in the sta k, it will stay there until the end, so R will past
through the sta k after L. 3

Proof:

The following result of Knuth [29℄ originated the study of sta k sorting.
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Proposition 1.3 A permutation p an be sorted by a sta k if and only if s(p) is the
identity permutation and this happens if and only if p avoids the pattern 231. The number
of su h sortable permutations of length n is C = 2 =(n + 1).
n

n

n

The remainder of this paper surveys various ways in whi h Proposition 1.3 has been
generalized and re ned. The generalizations have been of two kinds. In the rst (dis ussed
in se tion 2) we repla e the sta k by a linear sequen e with more omplex a essing rules
and in the se ond (se tion 3) we use several sta ks onne ted together in various ways. For
all of these generalizations there is an enumeration question: how many n-permutations
an be sorted by the system. For most of them the set of sortable permutations is losed
under forming subpermutations and so there is the question of nding the minimal set of
unsortable permutations; the set of sortable permutations is then hara terized as those
permutations whi h avoid this minimal set. As we shall see, there is one problem where
the sortable set is not losed under subpermutations and that gives rise to a number of
rather di erent onsiderations. The main re nement we onsider is enumeration by length
and number of des ents (se tion 4). Here detailed information is rather pat hy but for
one lass of sta k-sortable permutations at least there are some en ouraging beginnings
and intriguing onne tions with planar graph theory.
2

Variations on a single sta k

The rst generalizations of the ordinary sta k appeared a few pages later in [29℄ than the
proof of Proposition 1.3. An input-restri ted deque is like a sta k in that it has a push
operation but the pop operation an remove an element from either end of the sequen e.
By an ingenious argument that subsequently grew into what we nowadays all the kernel
method Knuth proved
Proposition 2.1 A permutation an be sorted by an input-restri ted deque if and only if it

has no subpermutation of the form 4231 or 3241. The numbers of sortable n-permutations
are given by the S hroder numbers s whose generating fun tion is
n

1
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Knuth also posed the problem of sorting using a (general) deque where one an push and
pop at either end. It was proved by Pratt [33℄ that the deque sortable permutations are
hara terized by avoiding a ertain in nite set A of permutations. The set A was the rst
published example of an in nite anti hain in the pattern ontainment order. However,
the enumeration question for deques remains ompletely unsolved.
Of ourse deques (input-restri ted or not) are more powerful than sta ks in that they sort
a wider olle tion of permutations than sta ks. In [8℄ Avis and Newborn de ned a weaker
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stru ture that they alled a pop-sta k (of whi h more in se tion 3). The permutations
that a pop-sta k an sort are exa tly the layered permutations of [10℄; their hara terizing
unsortable set is f231; 312g and they are enumerated by the fun tion 2 .
A family of more general sta k-like stru tures was de ned by Atkinson [4℄. In an (r; s)sta k one is allowed to push into any of the rst r positions and pop from any of the
s positions at the top end of the sta k. Of ourse, an ordinary sta k orresponds to
r = s = 1. For all of the ases r = 1, s = 1, and r = s = 2 the hara terizing unsortable
set is known and is nite. The (r; 1)-sta k-sortable permutations (and the (1; s)-sta k
sortable permutations) have been enumerated in that their ordinary generating fun tions
are known. It happens that the (2; 1)- sta k sortable permutations are enumerated by the
S hoder numbers although there is no symmetry that maps the problem dire tly to an
input-restri ted deque problem.
Another family of sta k-like stru tures was de ned by Albert and Atkinson in [1℄. An
(r; s) fork-sta k has a push operation that an transfer a ontiguous blo k of at most r
symbols from the input to the sta k and a pop operation that an transfer a blo k of at
most s symbols from the sta k to the output. For all values of r and s it is known that
there are only nitely many minimal unsortable permutations (even if either parameter
is in nite). Very strong onditions are known on the generating fun tions in most ases.
Ex ept for the ase r = s = 1 the generating fun tion is algebrai and it is known
expli itly when either r = 1 or s = 1 or r = s = 2.
Finally in this se tion we note that all these problems have variations where one restri ts
the size of the sta k stru ture. As part of a mu h more general investigation of bounded
stru tures Atkinson, Livesey, and Tulley [3℄ solved the minimal unsortable permutation
problem and the enumeration problem for ordinary sta ks that are not allowed to ontain
more than some xed number of symbols. It turns out that the orresponding generating
fun tions are rational (unlike the Catalan generating fun tion asso iated with unbounded
sta ks).
n

3

1

Systems of sta ks

Again it was Knuth in [29℄ who rst posed questions about systems of sta ks (using the
language of railway sidings). His ideas were taken up by Tarjan [36℄ who de ned a very
general model. In Tarjan's model one has a graph whose nodes are sta ks (or queues). If
two sta ks are onne ted by an edge from A to B then items popped from sta k A are
pushed onto sta k B . In this generality virtually nothing an be proved but there are two
spe ial ases that have attra ted several resear hers over many years.
The rst spe ial ase is of sta ks S ; S ; : : : ; S in parallel. At any point in the sorting
pro ess we may push the next input symbol onto one of the sta ks or we may pop one
of the sta ks and thereby reate another symbol of the output permutation. Nothing is
known about the enumeration of the sortable permutations (ex ept, of ourse, if t = 1),
1

2

t
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although the methods of [3℄ apply if there is a bound on the size of the sta ks. However,
for t = 1; 2; 3, there is at least an eÆ ient algorithm ( omplexity O(n log n)) to de ide
whether a permutation is sortable. The algorithm stems from a redu tion by Even and
Itai [24℄ to a graph- oloring problem and a solution to this oloring problem by Unger
[38℄. It is also known [33℄ that the set of minimal unsortable permutations is in nite if
t  2 (and this remains true even for two sta ks of size 2 in parallel [3℄). The situation
is simpler for a system of pop-sta ks in parallel; here there is always a nite number only
of minimal unsortable permutations (and the enumeration problem has been solved when
t = 2 [5℄).
Rather more work has been done on sta ks S ; S ; : : : ; S in series. Here we seek to
sort a permutation by pushing its symbols onto S , popping them o S and on to S ,
transferring them from S and pushing them on to S , et ., until they emerge from S to
be ome new output symbols.
If no further onditions apply we all this sorting model General sta ks in series. The
earliest result was proved in [29℄: every n-permutation an be sorted by log n sta ks in
series. It is not diÆ ult to see that the sortable permutations are exa tly those that an
be expressed as a omposition   : : :  where ea h fa tor is a permutation that an be
sorted by a single sta k. Therefore the number of permutations that t sta ks in series
an sort is at most O(4 ). Unfortunately, the same permutation an be expressed as a
omposition in many di erent ways so this bound is probably not tight.
There is another method for nding upper bounds on the number of sortable permutations
that was rst suggested in [2℄ and later, in a di erent ontext, in [27℄. We des ribe the
pro ess whereby the permutation p is sorted using words from an alphabet A ; A ; : : : A .
The letter A denotes the operation of moving a symbol from the (i 1)th sta k to the ith
sta k (where i = 1 and i = t + 1 orrespond to moves onto the rst sta k from the input
and moves from the last sta k to the output). Sin e every symbol undergoes t + 1 moves
these words have length n(t + 1) and ea h letter o urs exa tly n times. Not every word
of this form is possible sin e a sta k an only be popped if it is non-empty and, in fa t,
these sta k words are in one-to-one orresponden e with (t + 1)  n re tangular standard
Young tableau so they may be enumerated by the hook formula. This tells us that the
number of sta k words is
(tn + n)!2!3!    t!
(1)
n!(n + 1)!    (n + t)!
Example 3.1 Let p = 132. Then the stages of our sorting pro edure are shown on Figure
1
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2. This shows that the sta k word asso iated to p is A1 A1 A1 A1 A3 A1 A3 A2 A3 .

In its raw form this method gives worse upper bounds than the one above but in at least
one ase [6℄ it has been re ned to give an a urate result. In general, however, there are
very many operation sequen es that sort the same permutation and no way of hoosing
a anoni al sequen e of operations is known. In parti ular, even for t = 2 no eÆ ient
algorithm is known to de ide whether a permutation is sortable and it is possible that
this de ision problem is NP- omplete.
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Figure 2: Sorting 132 with two serial sta ks
The minimal unsortable permutations also present great diÆ ulties. For t = 2 Murphy
[32℄ has proved that there an in nite number of them but the a tual set is unknown (its
smallest permutations are of length 7).
To make further progress on systems of sta ks onne ted in series we have to impose
further onditions. Atkinson, Murphy, and Rusku [6℄ onsidered sta ks in series where
ea h sta k is onstrained to have in reasing values from the top. We shall all this model
In reasing sta ks in series. For the ase t = 2 it is known that there are an in nite number
of hara terizing minimal unsortable permutations and the enumeration problem has been
solved. Surprisingly, the number of sortable n-permutations is equal to the number that
avoid the permutation 1342 (enumerated in [9℄). Both [6℄ and [9℄ rely on the enumeration
of a ombinatorial stru ture alled a (0; 1)-tree.
There is a widely studied and even more restri ted model that we shall all Greedy inreasing sta ks in series. In this model there is a rule that determines whi h push or
pop operation must be arried out at ea h step. We examine the sta ks in the order
S ; S ; : : : ; S and lo ate the rst sta k on whi h a push an be applied (and would keep
the sta k in in reasing order); if there is no su h sta k then sta k S is popped to produ e
a new output symbol. It is easy to verify that a permutation p is sortable in this model
if and only if s (p) = 12    n. It is then lear by Lemma 1.2 that all n-permutations
are (n 1)-sta k sortable in this model. The greedy in reasing model was introdu ed by
Julian West [39℄ who de ned the sortable permutations by the equation s (p) = 12    n.
At that time the problem had not been re ognized as having a wider ontext and so, in
the literature, the sortable permutations are often referred to simply as t-sta k sortable
permutations but, for larity, we shall all them West-t-sortable permutations. We let
W (n) denote the number of West-t-sortable n-permutations.
These lasses of permutations di er from all the above lasses in not being losed under
subpermutations and this is a major reason why they are hard to handle. For example
35241 is West-2-sortable but its subpermutation 3241 is not.
1

2
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t

t

t

t
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West [39℄ onje tured the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2 For all n, we have
W2 (n) =

2(3n)! :
(n + 1)!(2n + 1)!

This onje ture was open for ve years. Then it was solved by D. Zeilberger [40℄, who
used a omputer to nd the solution to a degree-9 fun tional equation. Two other proofs
[22, 26℄ have been found later; both show fairly ompli ated bije tions between the set
of 2-sta k sortable permutations of length n and nonseparable rooted planar maps on
n + 1 edges. The latter have been enumerated by Tutte in 1963 [37℄. Finally, a simpler
(but not simple) proof has been found [21℄ that onstru ts a bije tion between two-sta k
sortable permutations, and a ertain lass of labeled trees alled (1; 0)-trees. As their
name suggests (1; 0)-trees are similar to the (0; 1)-trees that play an important role
in the enumeration of sortable permutations in the in reasing sta ks in series model. It
would be interesting to have a uni ed treatment of these enumerations.
There are no exa t formulae known for W (n) if t > 2. Good upper bounds are not known
either. The best estimate we an get uses the following Lemma of West [39℄, and a re ent
result of West and Stankova [34℄.
t

Lemma 3.3 If a permutation p ontains q

West-(k

Proof:

3

2)-sta k sortable.

k

= 234    k1 as

a pattern, then p is not

Indu tion on k. If p ontains q , then s(p) ontains q , and our laim follows.
k

k

1

Theorem 3.4 For all n and t, we have W (n) < (t + 1)2 :
t

n

Proof: By Lemma 3.3, all West-t-sta k sortable permutations have to avoid 23    (t +2)1.
We know [34℄ that the number of n-permutations avoiding 234    k1 is less than (t +1) ,
so the statement follows. 3
2n

p

This bound is not sharp, unless t = 1. Even for t = 2, the sequen e n W (n) onverges
to 6:75 by the formula given in Theorem 3.2, whi h is signi antly less than the 9 that
we obtain using Theorem 3.4.
This leads us to an interesting area of resear h. While an exa t formula is known for
W (t), none of the several known proofs shows in a lear way why W (t) <
. That is,
it would be revealing to nd an inje tion from the set of 2-sta k sortable n-permutations
into that of n-element subsets of a 3n-element set. Su h an inje tion ould possibly provide
us with insight for ases of larger t. It has to be said, however, that while for t = 1 and
2

n

2
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3n
n

7


= 2, the value of W (n) was given by
=p (n), where p (n) was a polynomial,
numeri al eviden e omputed by West in [39℄ did not support this trend for t = 3. It is
an intriguing
question to see why, and whether the numbers W (t) are smaller or larger

than divided by some polynomial.

The hook formula (equation 1) hints that the expression
might indeed be relevant.
For greedy in reasing sta ks in series every sortable permutation is asso iated with a
unique sta k word. But the diÆ ulty now is that not every sta k word orresponds to
a greedy sta k sorting pro ess. While it is not diÆ ult to nd ne essary onditions for
sta k words oming from t-sta k sortable permutations, it is mu h more diÆ ult to nd
suÆ ient onditions. This is be ause for that, we would need a hara terization of the
permutations that an be the image of s . The only results in this dire tion are due to
M. Bousquet-Melou [16℄, are re ursive, and are for the spe ial ase of t = 1.
Finally, we mention a lassi result originally due to Kreweras [30℄ that at rst sight looks
ompletely unrelated.

t

(t+1)n

t

t

n

t

3

4n
n

(t+1)n
n

t

(0; 0), ending in (i; 0), and using
3n + 2i steps, ea h of whi h is equal to either (1; 1), or (0; 1), or ( 1; 0), and never

Theorem 3.5 The number of latti e paths starting at
leaving the rst quadrant is

 
4(2i + 1)
2i 3n + 2i:
n
(n + i + 1)(2n + 2i + 1) i

See [17℄ for more information about this result. If we set i = 0, then we get that the
number of su h latti e paths that end in (0; 0) in 3n steps is pre isely 4 W (n). We do
not know of a dire t proof of this fa t.
For all the series models above no pre ise enumeration results are known with t > 2 but
we an on lude this se tion on a more positive note. If we have an unbounded number
of pop-sta ks in series (in pra ti e, any number more than n) then the number of sortable
permutations is, on e again, the nth S hroder number. Also, the minimal unsortable
permutations are 2413 and 3142. These fa ts may be dedu ed from [8, 14℄. It is also
known [7℄ what the enumeration fun tion is for any xed number of pop-sta ks in series.
n

4

2

Enumeration of West t-sta k-sortable permutations
by as ents

In this se tion we are on erned solely with West t-sta k-sortable permutations and
for brevity we all these simply t-sta k-sortable permutations. We shall review what
is known about the numbers W (n; k) where W (n; k) is the number of t-sta k-sortable
n-permutations with k as ents. We propose to x n and t, and investigate the nite
sequen e (W (n; k))   .
t

t
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n
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To this end we re all a number of de nitions. A sequen e of elements of R (the real
numbers) (a )   is unimodal if there is an index m su h that a  a  : : :  a 
a
 :::  a :
A related on ept is that of log- on avity. The sequen e (a )   is log- on ave if
a a
 a for all k. Su h sequen es abound in algebra, ombinatori s, and geometry. Stanley's arti le [35℄ gives a good survey. It is easy to prove that if the numbers a
are positive, and the sequen e (a )   is log- on ave, then it is unimodal.
An even stronger property for a sequen e (a )   is when its generating fun tion
P
a x has real roots only. Another lassi result is that if the numbers a are positive,
and their generating fun tion P a x has real roots only, then (a )   is log- on ave,
and therefore, unimodal.
We would like to study symmetry, unimodality, log- on avity, and real zeros properties
of these sequen es and polynomials in the ase that a = W (n; k).
Three spe ial instan es of these problems are ompletely solved.
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k
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 If t =

n 1, then all permutations are t-sta k sortable, so our enumeration is
redu ed to that of enumerating permutations with a given number of des ents.
Therefore, W (n; k) = A(n; k + 1), that is, W (x) = A (x), in other words, we get
the Eulerian polynomials. Therefore, [25℄, in this ase our sequen e is symmetri ,
and our polynomial W (n; x) has real zeros only.
 If t = 1, then the numbers W (n; k) will be the famous Narayana numbers, that is

 
n
n
1
:
W (n; k) =
n k k+1
In parti ular, the sequen e fW (n; k)g, 0  k  n 1 is symmetri , and logon ave. It is far from obvious, but true, that the generating fun tion W (x) of
these numbers has real roots only [20℄. A simpler proof for this fa t was re ently
found by P. Branden [18℄.
 If t = 2, then determining the numbers W (n; k) is mu h more diÆ ult. Constru ting
a bije tion with nonseparable planar maps, it an be shown [31℄ that
(n + k)!(2n k 1)!
W (n; k) =
(k + 1)!(n k)!(2k + 1)!(2n 2k 1)! :
In parti ular, we get again that for any xed n, the sequen e fW (n; k)g, 0  k 
n 1 is symmetri and log- on ave. Also, Branden [18℄ has proved that W (x) has
real zeros only.
t

n;t

n

n

1

1

1

1

n;1

2

2

2

n;2

We mention that if t = n 2, then our permutations are all n-permutations that do
not end in the string n1. Therefore, symmetry and log- on avity follows easily from the
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spe ial ase of t = n 1 (all permutations), and the real zeros property is (probably) not
diÆ ult to prove.
The present author has proved the following general theorem, settling the two weaker
questions for all t.
Theorem 4.1 [11℄ For any xed t and n, the sequen e fW (n; k)g,
t

symmetri and unimodal.

0  k  n 1 is

The key element of the proof is a representation of permutations by trees. If p is an
n-permutation, we asso iate a rooted plane tree T (p) to p as follows.
The root of T (p) is a vertex labeled n, the largest entry of p. If a is the largest entry of
p on the left of n, and b is the largest entry of p on the right of n, then the root will have
two hildren, the left one will be labeled a, and the right one labeled b. If n was the rst
(resp. last) entry of p, then the root will have only one hild, and that will be a left (resp.
right) hild, and it will ne essarily be labeled n 1 as n 1 must be the largest of all
remaining elements.
De ne the rest of T (p) re ursively, by taking T (p0) and T (p00), where p0 and p00 are the
substrings of p on the two sides of n, and aÆxing them to a and b. We then all T (p) the
de reasing binary tree of p.
Example 4.2 If p = 263498175, then T (p) is the tree shown below..

9

6

8

2

4
3

7
1

5

Figure 3: The de reasing binary tree of p = 263498175
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Proposition 4.3 Let p be any n-permutation. If we read the de reasing binary tree T (p)
of p in postorder, we obtain s(p).

Note that if p had k as ents, then T (p) has k left edges. Then the symmetry of our
sequen e, that is, the equality W (n; k) = W (n; n 1 k) is proved by the following
duality map f .
For any de reasing binary tree T , leave the hildren of nodes with two
hildren un hanged. However if a node has only a left hild, turn that
hild into a right hild, and if a node had only a right hild, turn it into
a right hild.
This map f is obviously an involution on the set of all binary de reasing trees on n verti es.
It does not hange the postorder reading of the trees, so the permutations orresponding
to T and f (T ) have the same image under the sta k-sorting operation. Therefore, f
preserves the t-sta k sortable property while turning des ents into as ents. See [11℄ for
examples of this duality map, and see [13℄ for the proof of unimodality that uses the
duality map f , and the re e tion prin iple.
It is quite rare in ombinatori s that for a sequen e unimodality is easier to prove by
dire t ombinatorial means than log- on avity. Nevertheless, it does seem to be the ase
here.
To state the next result we re all a de nition from ombinatorial geometry. A simpli ial
omplex is a olle tion of sets  with the property that if E 2 , and F  E , then
F 2 . The sets that belong to the olle tion  are alled the fa es of . If S 2  has i
elements, then we all S an (i 1)-dimensional fa e. The dimension of  is, by de nition,
the dimension of its maximal fa es.
Re ently, V. Gasharov onstru tively proved the following interesting result [25℄ that has
been proved before by F. Brenti [19℄ by other means, and dis ussed as a spe ial ase of a
more general setup (Coxeter groups, instead of just the symmetri group), in [23℄.
t

t

Theorem 4.4 There exists a simpli ial omplex whose (k

spond to n-permutations with k des ents.

1)-dimensional fa es

orre-

The onstru tive proof of Gasharov raises the following question. Is it true that for any
xed n, there is a simpli ial omplex whose (k 1)-dimensional fa es orrespond to t-sta k
sortable n-permutations with k des ents (or as ents)?
1. The ase of t = 1 is not diÆ ult. We will show that there is a simpli ial omplex S
whose (k 1)-dimensional fa es orrespond to sta k sortable permutations with k
as ents. It is well-known that 231-avoiding, that is, sta k-sortable, n-permutations
are in bije tion with northeastern latti e paths from (0; 0) to (n; n) that never go
above the main diagonal. It is also well-known that this bije tion turns the as ents
of the permutations into NE turns of latti e paths. Therefore, all we have to do is to
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L

L1

L3

L2

Figure 4: From one latti e path to three.
de ompose a northeastern latti e path with k NE turns into a k-tuple of northeastern
latti e paths with one NE turn ea h. This an be done as shown in Figure 4.
2. When t = 2, then we have to resort to a mu h deeper representation theorem of
our permutations. This representation was given in [21℄ and it reates a bije tion
between 2-sta k sortable permutations and (1; 0)-trees.
De nition 4.5 [21℄ [31℄ A rooted plane tree with positive integer labels l(v ) on ea h
of its nodes v is alled a (1; 0)-tree if it satis es the following onditions:
 if v is a leaf, then l(v) = 1,
 if v is the root and v ; v ;    ; v are its hildren, then l(v) = P l(v ),
 if v is an internal node (that P
is, not the root, and not a leaf), and v ; v ;    ; v
are its hildren, then l(v ) 
l(v ).
See Figure 5 for an example.
The relevan e of (1; 0)-trees to our problem is revealed by the following Theorem,
whi h is quite diÆ ult to prove.
Theorem 4.6 [21℄ [31℄ There exists a bije tion b from the set of all (1; 0)-trees on
n + 1 nodes onto that of all 2-sta k sortable n-permutations so that if a (1; 0)-tree
T has k internal nodes, then b(T ) has k as ents.
The de omposition takes a (1; 0)-tree and splits its internal nodes into leaves. See
[12℄ for details.
It would be interesting to see similar de ompositions for t > 2.
1

2

k

k

i=1

1

k

2

k

k

i=1
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Figure 5: A (1; 0)-tree .
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